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Performing Indigeneity shows readers how Indigenous theatre still escapes succinct definition. Indigenous theatre is ultimately a mode of self-determination and an aspect of artistic culture that serves the needs of its community rather than defining or confining it. That said, this review acknowledges how the anthology privileges Indigenous voices and knowledges to demonstrate the interconnectedness of artistic practices, politics, and worldviews. The contributors situate theatrical processes as manifestations of Indigenous sovereignty and discuss the pride this brings to their work. There is a focus on Indigenous dramaturgies as being relational and process-based as authors speak to the connection between their theatrical and political practices. Similarly, some works in this anthology acknowledge the spiritual relationships embedded in Indigenous theatrical processes, collaboration, and performance. Many of the writers discuss their work as labours of love and as modes of both spiritual practices and political resistance.
The collection embodies sovereignty as it claims space and gives voice to Indigenous peoples who speak to their own experiences in creating, developing, and performing theatrical works. Yet the concept of Indigenous sovereignty takes on different contexts for each writer. Stó:lō scholar Dylan Robinson opens the anthology with "Welcoming Sovereignty," wherein he challenges the role of the passive or compliant reader. Robinson re-writes the contract between the reader and writer when he asks his settler readers not to read a section of his chapter. The reader becomes active, choosing to yield to his words or ignore his request. Through this act, Robinson commands sovereignty. By choosing not to read the section reserved for Indigenous readers, settler readers give space for Indigenous-only conversation and acknowledge their position within this contract. For Robinson, Indigenous sovereignty is about settlers knowing that not every place, conversation, or text is for them, and leaving space for Indigenous-only relationship building.
Others like Marrie Mumford (Métis-Chippewa Cree) and Carol Greyeyes (Cree) invoke Indigenous sovereignty as a way to remember and honour the political agency behind the work done in Indigenous theatre communities in the 1970s and 1980s. Mumford's chapter, "Kippmoojikewin: The Things We Carry With Us," emphasizes the importance of community and how a collective coming together of Indigenous peoples is necessary in the process of artistic decolonization. She identifies how colonization has impacted Indigenous families, communities, and nations through forced religious conversion, the separation of children from their families, and attempts to eradicate Indigenous languages. Greyeyes's "On the Trail of Native Theatre" describes the pressure of having to validate Indigenous theatre to the larger Canadian theatre community. She discusses the work being done by Indigenous theatre practitioners as a movement-one that is about Indigenous peoples gathering together to tell their own stories, in their own ways, for their own communities. Her article reminds readers that Indigenous theatre is about Indigenous practitioners having control over the creation, development, and performance of their stories. This prompt contextualizes the arrival of a formal Indigenous theatre as a means of political resistance that stands for Indigenous self-representation.
The concepts of Indigenous resilience and self-representation echo throughout this collection as each contributor shares their experiences creating, collaborating on, or witnessing Indigenous works. Resilience and decolonial love run through Anishinaabe/ Ashkenazi artist-scholar Jill Carter's chapter, "Sovereign Proclamations of the Twenty First Century: Scripting Survivance Through the Language of Soft Power." Carter explores how performing your Indigenous self is a sovereign act of resistance to the hard powers of settler colonialism. She emphasizes that by using soft (feminine) power, Indigenous peoples are finding ways to heal within the theatrical process.
Métis/Creek scholar Michelle La Flamme devotes her chapter to addressing how plays, marches, and installations empower and honour those impacted by the Murdered and Missing Indigenous Women and Girls crisis across Canada. In "(Re)Animating the (Un)Dead," La Flamme challenges the victim narrative with her analyses of Jamie Black's REDress installation, the Walking With Our Sisters ceremony/installation and Marie Clements's The Unnatural and Accidental Women. La Flamme's article chastises Canada's political and judicial systems for insufficiently supporting action to end this crisis. Further, she highlights another theme that runs throughout the anthology: spirituality. In La Flamme's analysis of Clements's The Unnatural and Accidental Women, she asks, "What cosmological implications are there inherent in such a production?" (230). La Flamme encourages her readers to consider the spiritual relationships that allow Clements's female characters to interact with one another from different times and spaces. Andréa Ledding (Irish/Scandinavian/Michif (Métis)/French/ Haudenosaunee (Mohawk)/Nehiyaw (Cree))'s "Bringing Forth the Sacred, Speaking for The Spirits: A Brief Braid," and Daniel David Moses (Delaware)'s "Tricksters and Creatures and Ghosts, Ho-Lee! Intimations/Imitations of the Sacred" also explore spirituality. They both question the extent to which their relationships with theatre are not just entertainment but a practice to explore and deepen their spiritual realities. Indigenous dramaturgies often depict intangible elements, bringing invisible and other than human spirits into theatre spaces. This blurs the boundaries between time, place, and space.
Indigenous dramaturgies as nonlinear forms are discussed in multiple occasions throughout the anthology. Authors, like Mé-tis artist Jani Lauzon, write about using their practice and art as a means to re-connect with their ancestors. In "The Search for Spiritual Transformation in Contemporary Theatre Practice," Lauzon describes her theatrical practice as a way to work through the ongoing effects of settler colonialism and intergenerational trauma. She reclaims her sovereignty by giving herself voice and finding spiritual transformation on the stage. Lauzon's artistic process brings her to a space of healing. In this chapter, Lauzon also describes elements of her dramaturgical process, which speaks to lived realities and experiential knowledges. As she states: "our bodies are our books" (92). This intervention marks one way that this anthology is productive. Not only does it guide the reader through lived experiences of the writers, it asks the reader to actively engage in deconstructing previous expectations and bearing witness to the stories, knowledges, and practices being shared. The anthology provides diverse, personal, and analytical information, inviting the reader to join the movement.
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Sovereignty, Spirituality and Resurgence: A Proud Indigenous Theatre Community | VIEWS AND REVIEWS of those making the work. With the voices of emerging and established women, men, and two-spirit peoples, the pages of this collection include individual considerations of what Indigenous theatre consists of and what it needs in order to continue to develop and flourish. There is a consensus that Indigenous theatre is a community practice that embraces political and artistic activism. Tara Beagan of Ntlaka'pamux and Irish ancestry is an actor, director, playwright, and co-founder of the Indigenous arts activist company, ARTICLE 11. In "arthome" she talks about the importance of community, respect, and lateral love for all collaborators on a project. In Cree, interdisciplinary artist Michael Greyeyes's chapter "Saints and Strangers: A Rapprochement for Indigenous Performance," he speaks to the importance of community through the desire for developing more training programs. Emphasizing the body and language, Greyeyes hopes that more training programs can be made accessible to Indigenous communities to preserve and further develop the talents of Indigenous theatre and dance artists. Performing Indigeneity expresses the need for the de-and reconstruction of professional performance training systems to suit the needs of Indigenous theatre artists and production companies.
Nolan and Knowles braid a web of voices together that speak to individual and collective perspectives on Indigenous theatre and dance as Performing Indigeneity critically engages with acts of artistic and cultural resurgence. Each writer is active, involved, and thoughtful about the ways their work affects their communities. This anthology asks the reader to do the same: to critically think about their own positionality and what their own calls to action might be. Nolan ends her introduction by stating that "this book may be a first in one way or another, but of course these voices were already speaking out in the world, in theatres and galleries and institutions, in their work and in their practices" (4). Performing Indigeneity, as a collection, encourages its reader to be an active witness to the stories and information being conveyed. This anthology is a significant contribution to the field of Canadian theatre studies and exemplifies how critical Indigenous theories and knowledges can work in relationship with theatre scholarship. Yvette Nolan and Ric Knowles's Performing Indigeneity is an excellent resource for those interested in teaching Indigenous theatre courses and to students who want to better understand the ongoing developments of Indigenous theatre on Turtle Island.
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